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In Brief
Saias et al. show that a decrease in
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contributes to dorsal closure in
Drosophila. Cell volume decrease is
triggered by caspases and, together with
the supracellular actin cable surrounding
the amnioserosa, generates the
imbalance of tension necessary for
closure.
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Biological tissues must generate forces to shape or-
gans and achieve proper development. Such forces
often result from the contraction of an apical acto-
myosin meshwork. Here we describe an alternative
mechanism for tissue contraction, based on indi-
vidual cell volume change. We show that during
Drosophila dorsal closure (DC), a wound healing-
related process, the contraction of the amnioserosa
(AS) is associated with a major reduction of the vol-
ume of its cells, triggered by caspase activation at
the onset of the apoptotic program of AS cells. Cell
volume decrease results in a contractile force that
promotes tissue shrinkage. Estimating mechanical
tensions with laser dissection and using 3D biophys-
ical modeling, we show that the cell volume decrease
acts together with the contraction of the actin cable
surrounding the tissue to govern DC kinetics. Our
study identifies a mechanism by which tissues
generate forces and movements by modulating indi-
vidual cell volume during development.
INTRODUCTION
The contraction of epithelial tissues is a widespread process
during development, which plays a central role in several
morphogenetic events, such as gastrulation and neural tube
closure (Llimargas and Casanova, 2010; Sawyer et al., 2010).
In the prevalent model for the contraction of epithelial tissues,
cellular apical constriction is driven by forces generated by
the apical acto-myosin meshwork. For example, such a mech-
anism has been shown to drive the invagination of the meso-
derm during Drosophila gastrulation (Martin et al., 2009) or
furrow formation in the Drosophila eye imaginal disc (Corrigall
et al., 2007).
Drosophila melanogaster dorsal closure (DC) also involves the
contraction of an epithelium, the amnioserosa (AS) tissue, to pro-
mote fusion and sealing of the adjacent epidermis. It is one of theDevemost studied developmental processes because of its genetic
and mechanical similarity with wound healing (Hutson et al.,
2003; Jacinto et al., 2002; Wood et al., 2002). During DC,
different forces act together to drive AS contraction. At the onset
of closure, a supracellular acto-myosin cable forms at the lead-
ing edge of the epidermis and exerts a contractile force promot-
ing closure (Hutson et al., 2003; Rodriguez-Diaz et al., 2008). The
AS tissue also generates forces contributing to closure (Hutson
et al., 2003). Acto-myosin contractility has been proposed to
be responsible for the apical contraction of the AS cells (Franke
et al., 2005), and the delamination of subset of AS cells has also
been suggested to generate an apoptotic force that promotes
closure (Toyama et al., 2008). Previous studies on DC were
based on 2D time lapses of the apical surface of the AS. How-
ever, tissue dynamics are not confined to the cell apical surface,
and it is important to understand how cell remodeling occurs in
three dimensions.
In this study, we perform a 3D analysis of AS tissue shape
changes during DC. We show that AS cells decrease their indi-
vidual volumes by approximately 30% in the first 80 min of
closure. This volume decrease is a consequence of the activa-
tion of caspases in the whole AS tissue at the onset of closure.
Impairment of cell volume decrease leads to a major slowdown
of the closure rate, indicating that cell volume decrease con-
tributes to the forces driving DC. We find that delaminations
of apoptotic AS cells, previously proposed to act as a contrac-
tile force (Toyama et al., 2008), do not promote DC progression
in the first phase of contraction. To evaluate other forces
contributing to the kinetics of closure, we have quantified
myosin levels and performed laser dissection experiments in
the AS, actin cable, and epidermis. We find that the tension
generated in the actin cable starts to increase at the onset of
closure. In contrast, acto-myosin apical tensions stay constant
in the AS tissue and in the epidermis at the onset and during
the first half of closure. Therefore, in the first half of closure,
closure kinetics appear to be governed by the temporal in-
crease in the tension of the actin cable and by the rate of AS
cell volume decrease. To understand how AS cell volume
decrease can result in a contractile force, we have developed
a 3D physical model of the AS and show that a decrease in
cell volume lowers the effect of a resisting force originating
from the intracellular pressure. We verify that our modellopmental Cell 33, 611–621, June 8, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 611
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Figure 1. DC Proceeds without Apical Constriction and Apico-Basal Elongation but with Cell Volume Decrease
(A) Schematics depicting the dorsal (top) and transverse views of AS and epidermal tissues during DC. Before DC completion, the dorsal pole of a Drosophila
embryo is covered by the AS tissue, surrounded by epidermis. The AS tissue is described by the size of the opening L and the thickness of the cells along the
apico-basal axis h.
(legend continued on next page)
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quantitatively accounts for the experimental closure kinetics.
Our work thereby identifies a contraction mechanism by which
a reduction in cell volume can result in an imbalance of forces
driving morphogenesis.
RESULTS
DC Progresses without Apico-Basal Elongation or
Increase in Apical Contractility
The quantitative reconstruction of the 3D geometry of biological
tissues by optical imaging remains challenging because of limi-
tations such as light scattering and anisotropic resolution. To
investigate the 3D remodeling of AS cells during DC with high
resolution, we combined two microscopy techniques: confocal
microscopy and selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM)
(Huisken et al., 2004; Verveer et al., 2007). SPIM allows the per-
formance of fast scans from the posterior to the anterior side of
the AS tissue. More important, it enables high-resolution trans-
verse imaging along the AS apico-basal axis (Figure S1A). In or-
der to compare data from different embryos, we aligned the
closure kinetics in time (see Experimental Procedures and Fig-
ure S1G). We define the initiation of DC (t = 0 min) as the time
point when myosin intensity starts to increase in the actin cable
surrounding the AS tissue (Figures 1B and 3C). No significant
apico-basal elongation occurs during the first 80 min of DC
(Movie S1; Figure 1B). During this time, the AS width (L), taken
as the maximum distance between the two closing leading
edges along the dorso-ventral axis (L), shortens from 150 ± 10
to 75 ± 6 mm. At the same time, the apico-basal thickness of
the AS tissue (h) remains approximately constant (Figures 1A–
1D). Only after L has reached half of its initial value do AS cells
start to elongate in the apico-basal direction and to invaginate
(Figure 1B).
In most morphogenetic events involving tissue contraction,
cell apical surface reduction occurs via an accumulation of actin
and myosin at the apical region of the cells, inducing an increase
of apical surface tension (Brodu and Casanova, 2006; Corrigall
et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2009; Sawyer et al., 2010). Although
AS cells display regular acto-myosin pulses (Gorfinkiel et al.,
2009; Solon et al., 2009), we find that the average levels of actin
and myosin within the AS cell medial array and at cellular junc-(B) Transversal (left) and dorsal (right) views of the AS tissue during DC imaged
pressing embryo using confocal microscopy (right). Time stamps indicate the time
actin cable. The transversal view shows an absence of apico-basal elongation dur
The red rectangle represents the central area of the AS tissue, where SPIM trans
edge. The scale bar represents 40 mm.
(C) Average initial recoil velocity, proportional to the ratio tension over friction T
Averaging was performed from the individual measurements shown in Figure S2C
which the dissection was performed (from Figure S1C). N = 53 embryos. Error b
(D) (Left) Average opening size L and average thickness h over time of the AS cel
embryos, bars are SDs). Onset of closure is defined by the time at which myosin in
not significantly change during the first 80min after the onset of closure. The arrow
shaded area defines the time interval where volume estimation was not performe
tissue strips in the central area determined by the product of the lateral area, A
embryos. Bars are SDs. The dashed line labels the onset of DC. The AS tissue s
(E) (Left) Schematics showing the two different methods of single-cell volume cal
cell surface Aa with the cell height h and by the sum of segmented areas of single A
the other hand. (Right) AS cell volume variation during DC. The volume is meas
measured from confocal data and h fromSPIM, or by the sum of the segmented ar
(red, n = 10 cells on 5 embryos). Both measurements show a similar decrease in
Devetions do not increase significantly, on a time spanning from
40 min before to 80 min after the onset of closure (Figures S2G
and S2H). An increase in myosin levels is observed only 80 min
after the onset of closure. We then probed the AS apical surface
tension with laser dissection experiments. In separate experi-
ments, we ablated (1) individual cellular junctions and (2) the
acto-myosin medial array within individual cells, at different
times of DC (Figures S2A and S2B). We then measured respec-
tively the initial retraction velocities (1) of vertices at the edge of
the ablated junction and (2) of the cellular junctions surrounding
the ablatedmedial array (Figures S2A–S2D; Experimental Proce-
dures). Comparing recoil velocities after laser dissection allows
the quantification of differences in surface tension (Farhadifar
et al., 2007). For both cell-cell junction and acto-myosin medial
array dissection experiments, the initial recoil velocities are
similar for cuts done before, at the onset, or in the first 100 min
of closure, indicating that the surface tension does not change
over this period (Figures 1C, S2C, and S2D; Experimental Proce-
dures). Taken together, these results indicate that apical surface
stresses are constant in the AS and that neither acto-myosin
apical accumulation nor apico-basal elongation takes place at
the onset and during the first half of closure.
AS Cell Volume Decreases during the Progression of DC
During the first 80 min of closure, AS cells’ apical area decreases
(Gorfinkiel et al., 2009; Solon et al., 2009). On the other hand, we
find that during that time, AS cells do not elongate in the apico-
basal direction, suggesting that the cellular volume might not
be conserved during the process. We therefore investigated
whether AS cell volume varies during closure. First, we evaluated
the mean volume of a strip of tissue in the central area of the AS
tissue. We multiply the lateral area, Alat, by the average cell
length in the anteroposterior direction lAP (see Experimental Pro-
cedures and Figures 1B and 1D, inset). We find that during the
first 80 min of closure, the average volume of AS tissue strips
drops by about 30% (from 6,710 ± 328 to 4,740 ± 248 mm3
[mean ± SEM], n = 15 strips on five embryos), reaching a 40%
decrease after 100 min (Figure 1D).
Two possible scenarios can explain the loss of volume from
the tissue: (1) removal of individual cells from the tissue via
delamination events and (2) gradual volume loss in some or allon a sqh-Moe GFP expressing embryo using SPIM (left) and on sqh-GFP ex-
after the onset of closure defined by the increase in myosin intensity within the
ing most of DC, while the dorsal view shows an absence of myosin enrichment.
verse sections were performed. The arrows indicate the position of the leading
/m, after laser dissection of AS tissue junctions at different time points of DC.
, and time was estimated from the opening length (L in [A]) of the AS tissue at
ars are SDs.
ls measured on SPIM imaging of sqh-Moe-GFP embryos (n = 15 sections on 5
tensity starts to increase within the actin cable (Figure 3C). AS cell height does
indicates the approximate time of the onset of cell apico-basal elongation. The
d because of the tissue invagination. (Right) Average volume of transverse AS
lat, by the average cellular anterior-posterior distance, lAP; n = 15 strips on 5
trips volume shows a decrease of about 40% in 100 min.
culation. The cell volume is estimated on one hand by the product of the apical
S cells measured on individual confocal sections with the Brainbow system on
ured by the product Aa $ h (green, n = 17 cells on 3 embryos), where Aa was
ea performed on confocal sections of AS cells expressing the Brainbow system
volume in the first 100 min of closure. Bars are SDs.
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cells. Several studies have reported the delamination of a subset
of AS cells during DC (Muliyil et al., 2011; Toyama et al., 2008),
which could account for the observed tissue volume loss. We
measured the proportion of delaminating cells over time, and
we find that less than 2% of the total number of cells delaminate
during the first 80min of closure in the central area of the AS (Fig-
ure S1K), and less than 8% delaminate in the entire AS. This 2%
of delaminating cells cannot account for the observed 30%
volume decrease in the transverse tissue strips, which must
therefore proceed via a different mechanism.
To test whether individual cells’ volume decreases, we used
the Brainbow system to express enhanced yellow fluorescent
protein (YFP) in the plasma membrane of a subset of AS cells
(Movie S2) (Fo¨rster and Luschnig, 2012; Lebreton and Casa-
nova, 2014). This way, we can segment individual cells and
estimate their volume variation during DC (see Experimental Pro-
cedures and Figures 1E, S1L, and S1M). Before closure, the
volume of individual AS cells remains constant, while during
the first 80 min of closure, the average cell volume decreases
from 1,008 ± 93 to 708 ± 61 mm3 (mean ± SEM). We also evalu-
ated the average cell volume in the central area of the tissue by
multiplying the average apical areaAa, with the tissue height, and
we find volume estimates similar to the individual cell volume
measurements with the Brainbow system (Figure 1E). The drop
in individual AS cell volume 80 min after the onset of closure is
about 30%, in accordance with the volume measurements of
tissue strips (Figures 1D, right, 1E, and S1I). DC progression is
therefore associated with a major decrease in AS cell volume.
AS Cell Volume Decrease Is Triggered by Caspases at
the Onset of DC
We then investigated the mechanisms underlying volume
decrease. In cultured cells, cell volume has been reported toFigure 2. AS Cell Volume Decrease Is Triggered by the Activation of C
(A) Time lapses of ECadh-GFP C381-Gal4-UAS Apoliner5 expressing embryos du
formation coincides with the activation of caspases in all AS cells (appearance o
before and after the activation of caspases. The scale bar represents 40 mm.
(B) Average nuclear fluorescence intensity, normalized to the epidermis intensi
intensity within the AS cells nuclei at the onset of closure indicating an early acti
(C) Time lapses of sqh-Moe-GFP expressing embryos during DC with close-up v
activation of caspases (Figure 2A). The scale bar represents 40 mm.
(D) Fluorescence intensity along the actin cable of sqh-Moe-GFP expressing em
onset of DC.
(E) Average opening size L and thickness h of the AS tissue during DC for C381-Ga
nine embryos; bars are SDs) compared with WT (light and dark blue lines). The da
during which volume estimation of the p35 expressing tissue was not performed b
and a slower closure speed than in the WT.
(F) Time sequence of sqh-GFP and sqh-GFP C381-Gal4 UAS-p35 expressing em
elongation compared withWT. The arrows show the actin cable surrounding the A
The scale bar represents 20 mm.
(G) Normalized volume variation of AS tissue strips for C381 Gal4-UAS-p35 (gree
SDs). Decrease of the volume of the tissue strip is impaired in p35-expressing e
(H) Transverse views of confocal sections of WT (1 and 2) and TEA-treated (3 and
WT and show a height of approximately 5 mm (in 1, the red bar represents 5.3 mm, a
a similar height at the onset of closure (in 3, the red bar represents 5.3 mm, and the
WT at L = 60 mm (in 4, the red bar represents 10.3 mm, and the arrows indicate the
red bar represents 10.3 mm, and the arrows indicate the actin cable position). TE
consistent with an absence of cell volume decrease. The arrows indicate the act
(I) Single-cell volume variation measured with the Brainbow system onWT AS cel
channel inhibitor TEA (blue, n = 9 cells on five embryos). Although AS cell volum
strongly reduced in AS cells treated with TEA (variation is <20%) over the same
Devedecrease via a cytoplasmic water outflow at the onset of the
apoptotic program, concomitant with caspase activation (Vu
et al., 2001). We therefore wondered whether AS cell shrinkage
could result from the AS apoptotic program. AS cells are
known to undergo apoptosis and to eventually die after DC
completion (Muliyil et al., 2011; Reed et al., 2004; Toyama
et al., 2008). To determine when caspases and apoptosis are
activated in AS cells, we expressed UAS-Apoliner-5, a cas-
pase-activation marker, in the AS tissue. Upon activation,
caspases cleave Apoliner-5, with subsequent release and
translocation of GFP to the nucleus (Bardet et al., 2008). We
find that caspase activation is observed within all AS cells at
the onset of closure, when the actin cable forms and the
epidermis starts to progress (Figures 2A–2D). Therefore, cas-
pase activation is triggered in the entire tissue at the onset
of closure, whereas only a subset of cells in the AS delami-
nates during closure.
Caspase activation and cell volume decrease occur simulta-
neously in AS cells during DC. To test if the activation of cas-
pases at the onset of the apoptotic program triggers cell volume
decrease, we measured the volume of the AS tissue in embryos
expressing the caspase inhibitor p35 specifically in AS tissue
(Lannan et al., 2007). From previous work, we know that Apo-
liner-5 is not cleaved in AS cells expressing the caspase inhib-
itor p35 (Shen et al., 2013). Embryos expressing p35 have 33%
fewer cells than wild-type (WT) and consequently a smaller AS
tissue surface. After the onset of DC, SPIM imaging reveals an
early apico-basal elongation of AS cells compared with WT em-
bryos and an overall slowing down of closure (Figures 2E and
2F; Movie S3). Myosin II fluorescence levels in p35 and WT
embryos are similar, and no difference in surface tension is
observed between p35 and WT (Figures S2E, S2I, and S2J). A
strong reduction in volume decrease is observed in AS tissueaspases at the Onset of DC
ring DCwith close-up views of a group of cells. The onset of DC and actin cable
f the GFP within AS cell nucleus). The dashed red lines highlight a cell nucleus
ty, of AS cells expressing the marker Apoliner-5. We observe an increase of
vation of caspases (n = 27 cells on three embryos). Error bars are SDs.
iews on the actin cable. Actin cable forms at the onset of DC, together with the
bryos over time (n = 3 embryos; bars are SDs). The dashed line represents the
l4 UAS-p35 expressing embryos (light and dark green lines, n = 19 sections on
shed line indicates the onset of DC. The shaded area defines the time interval
ecause of the tissue invagination. p35 AS tissue shows an earlier cell elongation
bryos by SPIM imaging. The tissue in UAS p35 embryos undergoes an early
S tissue. The red dashed line surrounds the AS tissue at the end of the process.
n line) compared with WT during DC (n = 16 strips on seven embryos; bars are
mbryos.
4) embryos expressing sqh-GFP. AS cells do not elongate before L = 60 mm in
nd the arrows indicate the actin cable position). The TEA-treated AS cells show
arrows indicate the actin cable position), but show a larger height (10 mm) than
actin cable position). WT AS cells reach a height of 10 mm for L = 20 mm (in 2, the
A-treated AS tissue show an early apico-basal elongation compared with WT,
in cable position. The scale bar represents 10 mm.
ls (red, n = 10 cells on five embryos) and for AS cells treated with the potassium
e decreases by about 40% in 100 min in WT embryos, cell volume variation is
period. Bars are SDs.
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Figure 3. Three-Dimensional Model of DC Reveals that Cell Volume
Decrease and Actin Cable Tension Govern Closure Progression
(A) Schematics representing the 3D model of DC. AS cells shapes are
determined by the balance of tensions in the epithelium. The lengths l, lAP, and
h characterize the shape of an AS cell, gcc is the lateral cellular interfacial
tension, ga the apical cellular interfacial tension, Te the epidermal tissue ten-
sion, andL the line tension of the actin cable. The internal pressure P in the AS
cells contributes to the total AS planar tension T by counteracting the apical
tension ga.
(B) Snapshots showing laser ablation and the resulting recoil of the actin cable
on a sqh-Moe-GFP expressing embryo. The scale bar represents 10 mm.
(C) Normalized recoil velocities in the actin cable following laser ablation in WT
(n = 68 embryos) and normalized cable myosin intensity in WT, p35, and
CtMLCK expressing embryos, at successive stages of DC, relative to their
average values before DC (nWT = 6, np35 = 3, nMLCK = 5). Both laser recoil
velocities and myosin intensities increase linearly in the cable over time. The
cable tension L is therefore also assumed to increase linearly after DC onset.
Error bars are SDs.
(D) Experimental (dots) and theoretical (dashed lines) plots of the time evolu-
tion of the DV tissue length L and height h (nWT = 15 sections, np35 = 19 sec-
tions, nMLCK = 11 sections, nTEA = 9 sections). Theoretical plots are obtained by
integration of Equation 1, with parameters determined from the fitting proce-
dure described in the Supplemental Information. Error bars are SDs.strips of p35-expressing embryos compared with WT embryos
(Figures 2G and S1J). Estimating the number of cells per strip
in p35 and WT (respectively, 7.5 and 9.5 on average), we find
that individual cell volume decreases only by 65 mm3/cell in
p35 during the first 70 min of closure, while WT cell volume
decreases by 192 mm3/cell.
A previous study reported a slowdown of DC in p35-express-
ing embryos and proposed this as the result of cell delamina-
tion inhibition (Toyama et al., 2008). However, we observe
that very few delaminations occur in WT AS tissue in the
first 80 min of closure (Figure S1K). Interestingly, even though616 Developmental Cell 33, 611–621, June 8, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier InUAS-Apoliner-5-expressing embryos show ten times fewer
cell delaminations (Figure S3A; Movie S5), their closure
dynamics and AS cells volume decrease are similar to WT (Fig-
ures S3B and S3C; Movie S5). This indicates that the slow-
down in DC observed in p35-expressing embryos is due to
cell volume decrease inhibition rather than to inhibition of cell
delamination.
We then asked what molecular mechanism is responsible for
cell volume decrease. Cell volume decrease by apoptosis is
associated with ion (Cl and K+) fluxes, resulting in a water
outflow (Bortner and Cidlowski, 2002, 2007; Jablonski et al.,
2004; Maeno et al., 2000; Yu and Choi, 2000). We therefore
tested whether ion channels are involved in the AS cell volume
decrease by injecting a classically used K+ channel inhibitor, tet-
raethylammonium chloride (TEA) (see Experimental Procedures)
(Bortner and Cidlowski, 2007). We injected embryos expressing
sqh-GFP or E-cadh-GFP just before DC onset. TEA-injected em-
bryos display myosin intensities similar to WT but have a signif-
icantly slower closure, and some embryos fail to close (Figures
S3D and S3J; Movie S4). Cell delamination appears to be
reduced and AS cell death delayed in TEA-injected embryos
(Figure S3A; Movie S4). Imaging of transverse sections of the
AS in TEA-injected embryos shows early apico-basal elongation
compared with WT (Figure 2H), suggesting that cell volume
decrease is reduced in these embryos. Single-cell measure-
ments performed on embryos expressing the Brainbow system
confirmed that the cell volume decrease is strongly reduced in
TEA-injected embryos (Figures 2I, S3F, and S3G). Altogether,
these results indicate that cell volume decrease is triggered by
caspase activation at the onset of closure and is dependent on
K+ ion channels.
Cell VolumeDecrease Promotes TissueContraction and
Couples to Actin Cable Pressure to Govern DC
Progression
We have shown that in embryos in which cell volume decrease is
affected, DC is significantly slowed down, indicating that cell vol-
ume decrease promotes closure progression. To understand
how a decrease in cell volume could generate forces contrib-
uting to closure, we developed a 3D biophysical model of the
AS tissue during DC. In our description, AS cells are represented
by rectangular cuboids with height h, dorso-ventral apical length
l, and anteroposterior length lAP (Figure 3A; Supplemental Infor-
mation). Cell interfaces are subjected to surface tensions due to
forces generated in the cytoskeleton (Hannezo et al., 2014; Ho-
cevar Brezavscek et al., 2012). We consider a cross section of
the AS with Nc = L/l cells. In three dimensions, the total tissue
surface tension acting in the plane of the AS, T, has a contribu-
tion from the apical surface tension ga, but also from the intracel-
lular pressure P integrated over the tissue height h, such that T =
ga Ph (Figure 3A). We find that the intracellular pressureP is set
by the lateral surface tension acting at cell-cell interfaces, gcc
(P = gcc/l; Supplemental Information). This is similar to the
single-cell situation, in which the intracellular pressure is set by
tensions acting in the actin cortical network at the cell surface
(Salbreux et al., 2012). During closure, the total AS tissue surface
tension is opposed by the tension in the epidermis Te and
the additional pressure L=R exerted by the actin cable on the
boundary of the AS tissue. The dynamics of contraction of thec.
AS cells can then be described by the following equations (Sup-
plemental Information):
adL
dt
=
L
R
 Te +ga 
gcc
lAPl2
Vc (Equation 1)
dVc
dt
=  JV ; (Equation 2)
where L and R are the line tension and radius of curvature of the
actin cable, lAP is the average cell length in the anteroposterior
direction, a is a friction coefficient arising from dissipative pro-
cesses limiting the contraction of the AS tissue, Vc = hllAP is
the volume of the AS cells, and JV is the cellular outflux of water.
Equation 1 has the same form as the force balance equation pro-
posed by Hutson et al. (2003), with the total AS tissue tension
split into two contributions: one arising from the tension gener-
ated by the apical surface of the AS cells ga, and the other
from the cell pressure Ph= ðgcc=lAPl2ÞVc. According to Equa-
tion 1, the speed of closure dL=dt depends not only on the apical
tension of the AS cells, the tension of the actin cable, or the
epidermal tension but also on the AS cell volume. In this physical
description, a positive water outflow JV contributes to DC by
reducing cell volume and apico-basal cell elongation and there-
fore the overall resisting force arising from intracellular pressure.
In order to validate Equation 1 experimentally, we have deter-
mined the time evolution of the different forces involved in the
process of DC. We assume that tensions generated in the AS
and in the epidermis acto-myosin networks are proportional to
the initial recoil velocities following laser ablation (Farhadifar
et al., 2007). Measurements of myosin intensity and laser abla-
tion experiments indicate that ga and Te do not vary significantly
before and during the first 80 min of DC (Figures 1C, S2C, S2D,
and S2F–S2H), while the cable line tensionL increases linearly in
time after DC onset (Figure 3C; Experimental Procedures).
Taking as input the experimentally measured cellular outflow
JV(t), the temporal evolution in actin cable tension L(t), radius
R(t), and cell number Nc(t) (Supplemental Information and
Figures S4B–S4E) and taking ga and Te as constant values, we
verified that the dynamics predicted by Equations 1 and 2 can
quantitatively account for the kinetics of closure and cell shape
changes (length l and height h). We find that the dynamics of
contraction in WT, p35, and TEA-injected embryos can be
captured by adjusting a single value for the normalized friction
coefficient a and lateral surface tension gcc (Figure 3D; Fig-
ure S4F, Supplemental Information, and Supplemental Proto-
col). Because ga and Te are constant in time, the time evolution
of JV(t) and L(t) governs contraction kinetics in our description.
Our results therefore point toward the following picture for DC
progression: before DC, the tension generated by the apical sur-
face of the AS tissue is balanced by the tension of the epidermis.
Temporal changes in cell volume and actin cable tension are
what trigger the imbalance of planar tension necessary for DC
to start and to progress.
Increasing Acto-Myosin Contractility in the AS Slows
Down Tissue Contraction
We then asked what would be the effect of a change in cell
contractility in our physical description. Equation 1 predicts
that increasing cellular cortical tensions in the AS would haveDevetwo effects (Figure S4G and Supplemental Information): (1) a
decrease in the initial AS width and apical area due to a shift in
the balance of forces between the AS and the epidermis and
(2) an increase in the stiffness of the tissue, resulting in a slow-
down of tissue contraction. Indeed, higher lateral surface tension
between cells leads to higher intracellular pressure P and
therefore a higher resisting force to contraction (Supplemental
Information). To test these predictions, we affected cell contrac-
tility by expressing a constitutively active form of the myosin
light-chain kinase (UAS-CtMLCK), which promotes myosin
contraction specifically in the AS tissue. As expected,
CtMLCK-expressing cells have smaller apical areas before
closure starts. AS cells also have more rounded shapes relative
to WT cells, consistent with an increased surface tension in the
AS cells (Figures 4A and S3L; Movie S6), while keeping normal
junctional contacts (Figures 4A and S3L). Ct-MLCK AS cell
volume decreases similarly to WT when normalized to the initial
volume (Figure 4B). However, we find that under these condi-
tions, the progression of the leading edge is much slower than
in the WT (Figure 4B). The closure dynamics of Ct-MLCK-ex-
pressing embryos arewell recapitulated by our theoretical model
when considering an increase in lateral surface tension gcc larger
than 3-fold (Figure 3D; Supplemental Information).
We then wondered whether downregulating myosin II activity
in the AS could accelerate closure. By using a constitutively
active form of the myosin-binding subunit of the myosin light-
chain phosphatase (MbsN300), we inhibited myosin activity in
the AS. Consequently, MbSN300 embryos have a reduced AS
apical surface tension (Fischer et al., 2014). We find that
MbSN300-expressing embryos have a larger AS tissue surface
than WT embryos, before closure starts. After closure onset, in
the first 100 min, the closure rate of MbSN300-expressing em-
bryos is faster than the closure rate in WT embryos (Figure S3K;
Movie S7). These observations are qualitatively consistent with
our model predictions (Figure S4G). After 100 min of closure (at
about L = 50 mm), however, a significant slowdown in closure oc-
curs, suggesting that myosin contractility is required for the later
phases of DC and possibly for tissue invagination.
These results indicate that modifying myosin activity in the AS
affects the AS total area before the onset of closure. Consistent
with this, clones with decreased myosin activity in the AS have
larger apical areas (Franke et al., 2005).
After the onset of closure, we find that increasing myosin ac-
tivity homogeneously in the AS slows down the overall contrac-
tion of the tissue, possibly because of the contribution of myosin
contractility to the effective stiffness of the tissue.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we demonstrate that cell volume decrease results
in a contractile force that acts to promote DC progression. We
also show that cell volume decrease in the AS depends on K+
ion channels. This suggests that ion fluxes across the cell mem-
brane, driven by ion channels, modify the cellular osmotic pres-
sure, resulting in water fluxes through the membrane and cell
volume decrease. The rate of relative volume decrease is not
affected in cells expressing Ct-MLCK, with higher contractility,
and also in cells expressing a constitutive form of the formin
Diaphanous (UAS-DiaCA), with increased actin polymerizationlopmental Cell 33, 611–621, June 8, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 617
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Figure 4. Acto-Myosin-Based Interfacial
Cell Tension Resists DC
(A) (Top) Transversal views of a sqh-GFP C381-
Gal4 UAS-Ct-MLCK expressing embryo and
(bottom) dorsal views of a Ecadh-GFP C381-
Gal4 UAS-Ct-MLCK expressing embryo. The scale
bar represents 20 mm.
(B) (Top) Average L and h over time for CtMLCK
expressing embryos (red and orange) compared
with WT (light and dark blue) (nMLCK = 11 sections
on four embryos; bars are SDs). (Bottom) Average
normalized volume of tissue strips for WT and
C381-Gal4 UAS-Ct-MLCK embryos over time
(nWT = 15 strips on five embryos, nMLCK = 11 strips
on four embryos; bars are SDs).
(C) Schematic illustrating tissue contraction by cell
volume decrease during DC. (i) AS tissue tension is
initially balanced by the epidermis tissue tension.
(ii) Reduction in cell volume increases the total AS
tissue tension, favoring closure in conjunction with
actin cable contraction pushing on the AS. In
the first part of the closure, contraction occurs
without apico-basal elongation due to cell volume
decrease. (iii) As closure proceeds, the increase
in cable line tension promotes apico-basal cell
elongation.(Figure S3I). This suggests that cell volume decrease is not
directly dependent on mechanical forces generated in the cell.
Our biophysical model of AS, which recapitulates the experi-
mental observations from bothWT and perturbed embryos, illus-
trates how this decrease in cellular volume can generate forces
in the plane of the tissue: the total force exerted by the tissue
depends on forces generated in the cell apical cytoskeleton
but also on intracellular pressure. Decreasing cell volume re-
duces the opposing force due to intracellular pressure, thus fa-
voring tissue contraction. A similar process, but with an opposite
effect, has been proposed to give rise to a mitotic ‘‘rounding
force’’ in single cells, driving cell expansion as a result of cell
volume increase (Stewart et al., 2011).
We find that cell volume decrease is triggered by caspase acti-
vation at the onset of DC in the entire AS tissue and that it can be
inhibited by blocking potassium channels. In single cells, cas-
pases are activated at the onset of apoptosis and are respon-
sible for the disassembly of the cell into apoptotic bodies (Porter
and Ja¨nicke, 1999). Potassium fluxes are also activated at the618 Developmental Cell 33, 611–621, June 8, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.onset of apoptosis and trigger a change
in cellular ionic content and an outward
flow of water, resulting in volume reduc-
tion (Bortner and Cidlowski, 2007; Maeno
et al., 2000; Yu and Choi, 2000). Interest-
ingly, volume decrease is in turn thought
to regulate the progression of the
apoptotic program (Nu´n˜ez et al., 2010).
AS cell volume decrease could therefore
regulate the progression of cells toward
cell death and at the same time generate
forces promoting closure.
The experimental evidence presented
here points toward the following descrip-tion of DC. Before DC starts, the AS apical surface tension is
balanced by the epidermal tension, and no net movement is
observed toward the dorsal pole, as in a tug of war (Figure S4A).
At the onset of DC, while the surface tensions of the AS cell and
the epidermis remain constant, the actin cable starts to form
around the AS tissue and to generate a force toward closure.
At the same time, AS cells volume decreases, resulting in an
additional contractile force promoting closure (Figures 4C and
S4A). Previous models have highlighted that an imbalance of
tension is required for DC to proceed (Hutson et al., 2003; Layton
et al., 2009). Here, we show that this imbalance of tension arises
from temporal changes in the forces generated by the actin cable
and by cell volume decrease. Interestingly, once DC has been
triggered and is ongoing, in the second half of DC, acto-myosin
apical concentration increases (David et al., 2013). This suggests
that an increase in apical contractility could be required to pro-
mote the end of the closure process, as previously suggested
(Franke et al., 2005), and possibly to drive invagination of the
tissue.
We propose that different mechanisms exist for contraction
of biological tissues during development. Previous works have
described an apical constrictionmechanism relying on the apical
surface contraction via acto-myosin contractility. This mode of
contraction is proposed to act during many developmental pro-
cesses including gastrulation and neural tube in vertebrates to
generate folded tissues (Sawyer et al., 2010). Recently, Wang
and collaborators demonstrated that an alternative contractile
mechanism exists, which is based on differential positioning of
adherens junctions (Wang et al., 2012). Here we identify a
different mechanism underlying tissue contraction, based on in-
dividual cell volume decrease. Because cell volume decrease is
a general hallmark of the apoptotic program (Bortner and Ci-
dlowski, 2002), the forces generated by cell volume decrease
are likely to play a prominent role in other morphogenetic pro-
cesses, such as wound healing and limb or brain development,
in which tissue remodeling is associated with massive apoptosis
activation (Li et al., 2010; Roth and D’Sa, 2001; Zuzarte-Luis and
Hurle, 2005).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Fly Strains
The following lines were used: sqh-MOE-GFP SGMCA (Kiehart et al., 2000),
sqhAX3;sqh GFP lines (Royou et al., 2002), Ecadh-GFP and sqh-GFP recom-
bined with C381 Gal4 and UAS Ct-MLCK, UAS Dia-CA, UAS p35, UAS
MBSn300 (Bloomington stocks), or UAS Apoliner5 (Bardet et al., 2008). Sin-
gle-cell analysis was performed with the Brainbow system hsCre;btlGal4,
UAS-Brainbow (Fo¨rster and Luschnig, 2012; Lebreton and Casanova, 2014).
Sample Preparation and Imaging
Embryos were collected at 25C, aged for 16 to 18 hr at 18C, and dechorio-
nated in 50% bleach. For confocal imaging, they were mounted onto a glass-
bottom culture dish (MatTek), covered with 1% agarose, and immersed in
PBS. They were imaged with a Yokogawa CSU-X1 spinning disk head on an
inverted microscope (Olympus IX81). For SPIM imaging, they were mounted
on a 5 mm diameter round cover glass (EMS) treated with heptane/glue and
covered by 1% agarose. The cover glass was glued to the tip of a glass rod,
and the sample was then immersed in a PBS-filled chamber for imaging.
SPIM was performed using a Hamamatsu Orca-ER camera, a 403/0.8 NA
water immersion objective lens for detection, and a 103/0.3 air objective for
illumination (Huisken et al., 2004; Swoger et al., 2011).
TEA Injection
Dechorionated embryos were aligned on coverslip coated with heptane glue,
dehydrated for 10 to 15 min, and covered with Voltalef 10S oil. They were then
injected with a 500 mM TEA solution (Sigma) in isotonic media (140 mM NaCl,
2.5 mMKCl, 1.2 mMCaCl2, 0.5 mMMgCl2, 5 mM glucose, and 10 mMHEPES
[pH 7.3] with Tris) just before DC.
The concentration was chosen to reproduce the concentration of 10 to
20 mM used by previous studies (Herna´ndez-Enrı´quez et al., 2010). We esti-
mate a 20 to 50 times dilution of the TEA concentration due to the injection
procedure. In addition to WT embryos, Ecadh-GFP C381-Gal4 UASp35 ex-
pressing embryos were injected with TEA as a control. TEA has almost no ef-
fect on the kinetics of p35 embryos, indicating that the effect on closure rate of
TEA treatment is due to an impairment of cell volume decrease (Figure S3E).
Laser Nanosurgery
The laser ablation experiments were performed with a scanned 355 nm pulsed
laser (470 ps, JDS Uniphase, now TeemPhotonics), coupled through the epi-
fluorescence port of an AxioVert 200M (Carl Zeiss) and focused through a Zeiss
C-Apochromat 403/1.2 W lens. The laser-pulse energy was estimated to be
about 200 nJ/pulse, after measurement at the objective flange. For the dissec-
tion of cell-cell junctions, epidermal layers, and actin cables, initial recoil veloc-
itiesweremeasured onakymographalong thedissected structure (FigureS2A)Deveby fitting a double exponential to the profile of spatial relaxation away from the
cut. For the analysis of dissections of the medial arrays, we performed a 360
radial transformation from the position of the cut (Figure S2B). In this way, we
could generate a time lapse in the coordinates (r, q), showing the retraction of
all the cell junctions along the same axis (Figure S2B). We then measured an
average kymograph along ten pixels at three different positions and fitted a
double exponential to estimate the initial relaxation velocity of the junctions.
Alignment in Time of DC
The origin of closure t = 0 in WT, p35, and CtMLCK was defined by the time
point at whichmyosin intensity in the acto-myosin cable surrounding the open-
ing starts to increase (Figure 3C). Kinetics of closure and myosin levels in the
actin cable have beenmeasured on individual embryos. The closure kinetics of
individual embryos, taken on different microscopes, are then aligned in time to
match with each other (Figures S1B, S1C, and S1G).
Image Analysis
Maximal-value projections, fluorescence intensity (actin cable fluorescence
intensity), distance (opening size L and thickness h, lAP) and lateral area mea-
surements were performedmanually with Fiji and ImageJ. Fluorescence inten-
sity measurements along apical or baso-lateral junctions were performed
manually, by averaging intensities along a 4 pixel wide line taken on randomly
selected junctions. Mean fluorescence intensity measurements of actin and
myosin within the medial array of the AS cells were performed within an area
of 10 3 20 pixels by (1) drawing a 10 pixel averaged kymograph along the
transverse axis (orthogonal to the anterior/posterior axis) and (2) averaging
along a 20 pixel thick line along the kymograph in the central AS cell. Nuclear
intensity measurements were performed at each time point manually by
measuring the average intensity in the area covered by nuclei in a maximum
projection image and normalizing it by the average epidermis intensity.
Volume Estimation
AS tissue strip volume was calculated from the product of the lateral area Alat
and the antero-posterior length lAP (Figures S1D–S1F and S3H). Single-cell
volume measurements were performed using two independent methods: (1)
segmentation of individual z stacks containing an AS cell expressing Brain-
bow, yielding the cell volume by consideration of only Brainbow-positive
voxels (Figures S1L and S1M; Movie S8) and (2) taking the product of the
apical cell area Aa and height h (Figure 1E).
Both methodologies give a similar estimation of cell volume (Figure S1H).
The methods for tissue strip volume and single-cell volume estimation are
described in detail in the Supplemental Information.
Estimation of Cell Delamination
Delaminating cells weremeasured in the total AS opening and in the central AS
tissue area (as defined in Figure 1B) on embryos expressing E-cadh GFP. The
time profiles of the AS width L(t) measured on different embryos were aligned
in time. As with our other temporal alignments, the origin of times, t = 0, was
defined as the onset of myosin intensity increase in the actin cable. At each
time point of closure, the cumulative number of delaminations was obtained
by summing the number of delaminations since t = 0. The proportion of delami-
nated cells was obtained by dividing the cumulative number of delaminations
by the average cell number in the total AS tissue (n = 160 cells) or in the central
zone (n = 45 cells) (Figure S1K).
Estimates of Mechanical Tension Changes during DC
The changes in tension in the AS, actin cable, and epidermis during DC were
estimated by quantifying themyosin intensity over time and using laser dissec-
tion at successive time points. Myosin and actin fluorescence intensities were
estimated at the apical junctions and within the medial array of the AS cells.
During the first 80 min of DC, myosin and actin levels do not significantly in-
crease within the AS tissue (Figures S2G and S2H). Laser dissections were
performed on AS cell junctions and in the center of AS cells (Figures S2A
and S2B). A single cut was performed per embryo. Initial recoil velocity mea-
surements were aligned in time according to L(t) at the moment of the cut (Fig-
ures S2C, S2D, and 1C). The fusion of the dorsal ridge at the anterior side of the
opening was used to determine whether laser dissection occurs before DC.
Indeed, fusion of the dorsal ridge occurs just before the onset of DC. Welopmental Cell 33, 611–621, June 8, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 619
performed laser dissection of the epidermal layer at early and late stages of
DC, parallel to the leading edge, over a distance of 5 to 10 mm corresponding
to three epidermal cells. The average initial recoil velocity of dissections in the
epidermis does not vary significantly between the early and late stages of DC
(Figure S2F). The line tension in the cable L was estimated by (1) quantifying
myosin fluorescence intensity increase in the cable and (2) laser ablation of
the actin cable (Figures 3B and 3C). Both measurements indicated that the ca-
ble tension was steadily increasing in the first 100 min of closure.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Theory, Supplemental
Experimental Procedures, Supplemental Protocol, four figures, and eight
movies and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
j.devcel.2015.03.016.
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